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Recognized the world over by frequent flyers and armchair travelers alike, Eyewitness Travel

Guides are the most colorful and comprehensive guides on the market. With beautifully

commissioned photographs and spectacular 3-D aerial views revealing the charm of each

destination, these amazing travel guides show what others only tell. Includes beautiful new full-color

photos, illustrations, and enhanced maps Extensive information on local customs, currency, medical

services, and transportation New "Discovering" feature helps decide which regions are best suited

to the trip.The Best Just Keeps Getting Better!
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No other guide whets your appetite like this one The Independent --This text refers to an out of print

or unavailable edition of this title.

I recently travelled to India's "Golden Triangle" and was thrilled to see that Eyewitness Travel had a

guide to just those 3 cities. There was a ton of information in each section for each city. There was

loads of information found in this version versus other books that covered the same areas. Any

tourism place we visited I was able to read up before and get more information, maps, pictures than

I thought possible. Was a great value to my trip! Who needs tour guide when you have this book!

This guide is great for the visually oriented person who needs to know what things look like, for



instance when you are in the cab, driving or walking. Photos are clear and good quality of

monuments, mosques, temples. Water color maps of some of the large forts and parks provide a

scale so you can time your visit. Pictures of food types, telephone booths and public toilets (the

entrances so you can find them - not the actual "john" phew!) as well as some crafts make you want

to hop on that plane. There is less text on cultural smarts than other guides, but as I said before, the

pics might save you lots of time and trouble.

I really like these Eyewitness guides. I feel like they are much better at helping you plan your trip

since they make it interesting to read and learn about the places you are going. I dont know how the

recommendations would compare to other companies but when you open the other books it feels

like it is just a listing of places to stay or eat and how much.This book gets me in the mood and

helps me plan.

I re-bought this book to replace one I had lent out to friend who lost it. Although I don't plan to return

to India, I found this book a great help when I was in India. Terrific pictures, great information,

lightweight, concise, easy to use, DK publishing makes the best travel books. And now it is a

wonderful reminder of the trip I had.

great guidebook and a keeper after the trip.

Highly recommand ! Not only the landscapes and routes but also give more information on such as

history and culture! Awsome!

Eyewitness Travel Guides are the best. Whenever our family travel we always get an Eyewitness

Travel Guide especially if we are traveling to a foreign country..

Absolutely shameful that they didn't even mention Swaminarayan Akshardham in Delhi. It is the

best tourist attraction in Delhi. Not just according to me but to most people on Trip Advisor. (I have

the 2010 version of this book, Swaminarayan Akshardham opened in 2005)
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